2015 Hugo Awards Ceremony booklet Errata:

Page 4 under Dramatic Presentations, paragraph 1, sentence 2
Should be: “Of the five “No Award” votes since 1953, … four were in this category.”

Page 9 under TAFF
Quote is from <http://taff.org.uk/taffhist.html>

Page 14 under Dramatic Presentation—Short Form
Add:
- Orphan Black: “By Means Which Have Never Yet
  Been Tried,” written by Graeme Manson; directed by
  John Fawcett (Temple Street Productions, Space/BBC
  America)
  (Our sincere apologies to Temple Street Productions.)

Page 18 under Staff
Stage Crew: delete Kevin Groocock; add Peter Boutin
Ushers: ZM Quynh (misspelled); should be corrected and placed after Andy Porter
(My apologies to ZM.)

There were also some errors in italics and punctuation:
Page 7 paragraph 3: italicize Scientific American
Page 9 under Campbell Award: Italicize Astounding/Analog and Analog
Page 14 under Game of Thrones: space between “and” and “D. B.”
Page 17 under “Best Novella”: commas should be inside quotes